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Comprehension (25 minutes, 20 points, 1 for each)Section

ADirections: In this section, you will hear nine short conversations

between two speakers. At the end of each conversation, a question

will be asked about what was said. Both the conversation and the

question will be read only once. Choose the best answer from the

four choices marked A. B. C and D by marking the corresponding

letter on the ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the

center.Example: You will hear: You will read: A. At the office. B. In

the waiting room. C. At the airport. D. In a restaurant.Sample

Answer [A] [B] [C] [D]From the conversation we know that the

two speakers are talking about ordering food. This is most likely to

have taken place in a restaurant. Therefore, D. "In a restaurant" is the

best answer. You should choose D on the ANSWER SHEET and

mark it with a single line through the center.1. A. She disagrees with

the man. B. She doesnt agree with Cynthia. C. She thinks its

narrow-minded. D. She doesnt believe either of them.2. A. That she

needs $200 to open an account. B. That savings accounts earn low

interest. C. That she should not open an account. D. That $2,000 will

earn reasonable interest.3. A. That his wife had a bad character. B.

That the Consuls reception will start earlier than usual. C. That he

normally has to wait for his wife. D. That itll take a long time to drive

to the reception.4. A. Shell be given an extra quarter to finish it. B.



Shell get a very low grade. C. She wont be able to continue her

studies. D. Shell feel very disappointed.5. A. Find the trouble. B.

Carry the parts outside. C. Practise working together. D. Follow the

directions.6. A. She would like the store to send it to her. B. It will

arrive next week. C. It must be wrapped quickly. D. She will take it

with her to save trouble.7. A. Try a new ribbon. B. Help her type the

paper. C. Get another typewriter. D. Change the paper.8. A. Inform

Mrs. Jones. B. Dial the international code number first. C. Pay in

advance. D. Use his own phone.9. A. Its smaller than the old one. B.

Its larger than the old one. C. Its quieter than the old one. D. Its
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